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ABSTRACT
In this paper we propose a novel methodology to assist in identifying vulnerabilities in a real-world
complex heterogeneous industrial control systems (ICS) using two evolutionary multiobjective
optimisation (EMO) algorithms, NSGA-II and SPEA2. Our approach is evaluated on a well known
benchmark chemical plant simulator, the Tennessee Eastman (TE) process model. We identified
vulnerabilities in individual components of the TE model and then made use of these to generate
combinatorial attacks to damage the safety of the system, and to cause economic loss. Results were
compared against random attacks, and the performance of the EMO algorithms were evaluated using
hypervolume, spread and inverted generational distance (IGD) metrics. A defence against these
attacks in the form of a novel intrusion detection system was developed, using a number of machine
learning algorithms. Designed approach was further tested against the developed detection methods.
Results demonstrate that EMO algorithms are a promising tool in the identification of the most
vulnerable components of ICS, and weaknesses of any existing detection systems in place to protect
the system. The proposed approach can be used by control and security engineers to design security
aware control, and test the effectiveness of security mechanisms, both during design, and later during
system operation.
Keywords Evolutionary multiobjective optimization · Vulnerability assessment · Security management · Industrial
control systems · Cyber-physical systems
1 Introduction
Industrial Control Systems (ICS) are command and control systems that are found at the core of the national critical
infrastructure services such as gas; electricity; oil; water supply; telecommunication; transportation; process manu-
facturing (chemicals, pharmaceuticals, paper, food, beverages and other batched-based manufacturers); and discrete
manufacturing (automobiles, ships, computers and many other durable goods). The security of ICS is of critical impor-
tance in industrialised economies: they are so pervasive that national security, public health and safety, and economic
growth all rely on their correct operation. In the past, security of ICS was achieved simply through isolation and control
of physical access. However, ICS are making increasing use of network technologies, commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS)
components, and wireless systems because of factors such as low-cost, increased sensing and communication capacity
and convenience.
With these technological advances, factory and plant networks are becoming highly connected over multiple layers, and
signals sent between control components (i.e. sensors, controllers, and actuators), are sent through a common network,
known as networked control system [1]. The number of motivated and highly skilled adversaries carrying out complex
attacks against networked control system is on the increase. Some of the past attacks include the attack against the
operational systems of Evraz Steel in North America [2]; attack on Ukraine’s power grid [3] that targeted the electric
transmission system in Kiev; attack against a German steel mill [4] that caused unspecified but “massive" physical
damage; malware attacks such as Duqu [5] and Havex [6] that targetted ICS for industrial espionage; and Stuxnet [7]
that targetted Iran’s Natanz nuclear plant, and destroyed centrifuges installed at the time of the attack. As the evidence
from these attacks show the potential outcome of a successful attack on a critical service ranges from injuries and
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fatalities, through serious damage to the environment, to catastrophic nation-wide economic loss due to production
losses or degradation of products and services. Shutting down or preventing access to these systems, even for a short
time, may cause significant harm to people and may impact public confidence, leading to a general feeling of insecurity.
Despite technological advances in ICS, understanding the vulnerabilities of ICS at the process level and the potential
physical consequences when these vulnerabilities are exploited remains an important aspect of ICS security that is
currently lacking research. It is critical to national economic resilience that we explore better ways of searching for
vulnerabilities in the industrial processes and defence mechanisms, and understand the impact of these vulnerabilities
would be if they were to be exploited. Considerable research [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14] has focused on developing
threat models and analysing a variety of attacks, aimed at modifying process measurements (sensor measurements)
or manipulated variables (values going from controller to actuators), or manipulating the control algorithm (e.g. set
points), however there is a lack of research work on investigating impact of combinatorial attacks, and automating
attack generation.
In this paper, we seek to identify the most vulnerable components in the ICS by searching for process level attacks
that cause the greatest damage in terms of plant safety and economics, using the least effort, as well as identifying
weaknesses in detection methods, at the lowest risk of being caught. To solve this, we establish the problem as a
multiobjective optimisation problem, and investigated effectiveness of EMO algorithms as a tool for generating attacks.
Multiobjective optimisation has been widely applied to real world complex scientific and engineering problems,
but, we are not aware of any studies using EMO algorithms to identify the most vulnerable components of cyber-
physical systems, including ICS. However, evolutionary algorithms have been extensively used to improve the security
mechanisms used especially within IT networks in a wide variety of ways. Others have used genetic algorithm (GA)
[15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21], and genetic programming (GP) [22, 23] to evolve new rules to detect new forms of network
intrusion. Our previous work [24] [25] used GP to attack a wireless sensor network (WSN) protected by an artificial
immune intrusion detection system. Kayacik et al. [26] used GP to evolved variants of buffer overflow attacks against
an open-source signature-based IDS. John et al. [27] applied GA to the improvement of moving target defence, in
which the defence changes the system’s attack surface to disrupt the intelligence gathered by the attacker. Dewri et
al. [28] used GA with multiobjective optimisation to investigate optimal security measures for a system. Garcie et
al. [29], Hemberg et al. [30], Rush et al. [31] used co-evolution to model attacker and defence dynamics for network
security. Co-evolutionary concepts have also been investigated to prevent faults and cascading blackouts in electric
power transmission systems [32, 33]; automate red teaming for military scenarios [34]; and improve the performance of
malware detectors [35].
Our work complements the existing studies in applying evolutionary multiobjective optimisation to identify ICS
vulnerabilities by generating attacks. We investigate both the worst-case condition where ICS has no security protection,
and also where there are some measures against attacks, in the form of a novel intrusion detection system.
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 presents the background material related to our
approach. This includes the characteristics of the the case study, the Tennessee Eastman (TE) process; description of the
multiobjective optimisation problems; and attack model used for generating attacks. Section 3 covers the baselines to
compare EMO approach; details of the EMO algorithms; the detection methods used to evolve attacks against detection;
the performance metrics used for comparing EMO algorithms; and describes the random approach used to compare
EMO approach. Section 4 presents experimental results. In section 5, application of results are discussed. Conclusion
and future work are presented in Section 6.
2 Background
2.1 Case study: The Tennessee Eastman (TE) process
To develop and explore the effectiveness of evolutionary multiobjective optimisation as an possible candidate for
identifying vulnerabilities in ICS, a well-known chemical plant, the Tennessee Eastman (TE) process control model
[36] was selected.
Our reasons for selecting this process are: i) it is a well-known model that has been widely studied; ii) it is a complex,
highly non-linear system with a number of components that reflects a real process; iii) safety and economic viability can
be quantified; iv) the code and model is available, and have been revised and validated over the years; v) it continues to
be a relevant model for both the control, and more recently, the security communities. We are not aware of any other
open source model that has these properties. The TE model is based on a real chemical process; however, the identity of
the reactants and products are hidden to maintain commercial confidentiality. The process has eight components: four
gaseous reactants (A, C, D, E), two products (G, H), an inert component (B) and a by-product (F). These reactions are
[36]:
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Figure 1: Tennessee Eastman challenge model [36, 37]
A(g) + C(g) + D (g)→ G(liq), Product 1,
A(g) + C (g) + E (g)→ H(liq), Product 2,
A(g) + E (g)→F(liq), Byproduct,
3D(g)→ 2F (liq), Byproduct.
The process is illustrated in Figure 1, and consists of five major components [36]: a reactor, a product condenser, a
vapour-liquid separator, a recycle compressor and a product stripper.
There are 41 process measurement variables known as XMEASs (sensors, denoted as y signals in red) and 12
manipulated variables known as XMVs (valves/actuators, denoted as u signals in blue), illustrated in Figure 1, that are
involved in controlling and monitoring the plant. The main control objectives of the plant are [36]: to maintain the
process variables at the desired values; to ensure that the operational conditions are within the equipment constraints;
and to minimise variability of the product rate and product quality during disturbances. To protect the safety of the
process, the TE model has a set of operating constraints that are captured as normal operating limits and shutdown
operating limits. If the process reaches the shutdown limits, it automatically shuts the plant down. These constraints
(low/high limits of reactor pressure, reactor level, reactor temperature, product separator level and stripper base level)
[36] are put in place to protect the personnel, equipment, production, and meet compliance requirements. The operating
costs of the TE process are calculated according to the following equation [36]:
total costs = (purge costs)(purge rate)+(product stream costs)(product rate) + (compressor costs)(compressor
work)+(steam costs)(steam rate)
The TE process problem makes no recommendation as to what needs to be controlled, and leaves the selection
of controlled variables and control strategies to the control engineers. Most proposed solutions do not control all
the variables. The control strategy used in this paper is that described by Larsson et al. in [37] using 16 process
measurements and 9 manipulated variables. The process model used in this paper is developed by Ricker, available
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from his home page [38]. The code is implemented in C, with a MATLAB/Simulink interface via an S-function
implementation. Isakov and Krotofil [39] extended the original Simulink model by enhancing it with Simulink blocks
that enable integrity and denial-of-service (DoS) attacks to be carried out on the sensors and manipulated variables. We
extended their model with replay attacks, and made further small changes needed to carry out the work in this paper.
We first analyse the vulnerabilities of the system by considering two types of adversary: i) an adversary targeting the
safety of the plant by attempting to shut it down using the least effort; ii) an adversary targeting the operating cost of the
plant to increase economic loss using the least effort. The effort of the attack is calculated as the number of sensors and
actuators that must be compromised.
We, then, use machine learning techniques to detect attacks, and evolve new attacks against the detection methods. We
assume an adversary who has control over her attack vector and who knows the feature space used by the detection
system. However, she does not know the details of the underlying detection methods. So, essentially, the detection
is a blackbox that can be queried. An adversary queries the detection with the attack vector, and obtains a detection
probability. Her goal is to find attacks that cause damage whilst evading detection, and using the least effort. Thus, the
problem is formulated as a search problem with objectives.
2.2 Multiobjective optimisation
In many real-world problems, decisions need to be made on the basis of multiple competing or conflicting objectives
and constraints. This is often the case when making decisions related to cyber security investment or security hardening,
attempting to balance risks of attack against a limited budget to buy defensive countermeasures. In such situations,
formulating the problem as a multiobjective optimisation (MOO) with multiple choices can help to determine the trade-
offs among the objectives in a more effective manner [40, 41, 28]. These approaches search for the set of non-dominated
or Pareto-optimal solutions. A solution is defined non-dominated if there are no other solutions that would improve any
objective without degrading one or more of the other objectives. Once the set of Pareto-optimal solutions, has been
identified, a decision maker can make a decision by examining the tradeoffs represented by individual solutions within
the set. MOO takes a problem with multiple objectives and simultaneously seeks to optimise all objectives, providing
solutions in, or close to, the true Pareto-optimal set. More often than not, this is an estimate because determining the
true Pareto-optimal set for real world problems is hard, either because the search space is too large or because obtaining
solutions is costly in time and computation.
In this piece of work, we are concerned with finding optimised solutions for the following multiobjective problems:
1. Attack safety of the plant (shutting down the plant): Minimise plant operating time of the plant, minimise
effort required to carry out attacks.
2. Increase operating cost (economic loss attack): Maximise operating cost of the plant, minimise effort
required to carry out attacks.
3. Increase economic loss and avoid detection: Maximise operating cost of the plant, minimise detection
(alarm) probability, and minimise effort required to carry out attacks.
The generation of optimal attacks against real systems with large number of components involves selection of many
parameters: attack targets (controllers, sensors, actuators); attack types; and attack parameters for these attacks (e.g.
mode of attacks, attack start times and attack duration). As explained earlier, in practice identifying the true Pareto-
optimal set to such problems may not be feasible. Evolutionary multiobjective optimisation is a promising approach to
identify an estimate of best trade-off attacks in such complex systems at reasonable computational cost.
2.3 Attack modelling
Figure 2 shows our underlying threat model that is based on common attacks against networked systems. The adversary
is capable of intercepting communication from the sensor to controller (process measurements), and controller to
actuator (manipulated variables). The attacks we consider are categorised as DoS, integrity (man-in-the-middle) and
replay attacks. We will investigate the impact of these attacks in terms of measuring the impact on safety and operating
cost of the plant. In the following section, we briefly discuss what this means, and explain how the attacks are modelled.
Past studies have investigated the safety and economic impact of DoS and man-in-the-middle attacks on the TE model
[9, 8, 10]. We are following their attack model; however, our focus is to generate optimised combinatorial attacks.
We extend their analysis by undertaking a more comprehensive search and examining the possibility of forming
combinations of attacks. The attack parameters are as follows:
Attack Targets: The control strategy selected for our investigation, Larsson et al. in [37], uses 16 XMEAS variables,
and 9 XMV variables. An adversary may attempt to manipulate signals that are sent from XMEASs to controllers
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Figure 2: ICS attack model against the networked control system
(process measurements), and/or from controller to the XMVs (manipulated variables). The process run time used in this
study is 72 hours. An attack begins at time ts and ends at te, it can start any time, between start of the plant and the end,
t ∈ [0− 72]. The manipulated control (XMV) signal yai (t) and process measurement (XMEAS) uai (t) are as follows:
y
(t)
i , for t /∈ Ia
yˆ
(t)
i , for t ∈ Ia
(1)
uai (t) =
{
u
(t)
i , for t /∈ Ia
uˆ
(t)
i , for t ∈ Ia
(2)
where y are the yai (t) and uˆ
(t)
i are the modified values the adversary sends.
To investigate the impact of attacks, we considered three types of attacks that could be used: DoS, integrity and replay
attacks.
A DoS attack, is an interruption attack in which a signal is not received by its intended destination. For example, let
yi be the output of sensor i at time t, and let ui be the output from the controller to actuator signal i at time t. When
the attack occurs, the response strategy for the controller or the actuator is to use the last received value as the current
reading:
yˆ
(t)
i = yi(ts−1)
uˆ
(t)
i = ui(ts−1)
(3)
where yˆ(t)i and uˆ
(t)
i are the modified values the adversary sends.
An integrity attack involves an attacker manipulating signals by changing their values. A naïve attacker may listen
to the transmitted values and modify them so that they are still within the ranges of possible plant values, since this
has the potential to cause some damage. One way to achieve this is to try to modify the sensor measurements (yi)
and manipulated variables (ui) using observed upper minimum (integritymin) and lower maximum (integritymax)
values:
An integritymin is where the actual output of the sensor or controller signal i at time t is replaced with a minimum
value:
yˆ
(t)
i = min
t∈T
(yi(t))
uˆ
(t)
i = min
t∈T
(ui(t))
(4)
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An integritymax is where the actual output of the sensor or controller signal i at time t is replaced with a maximum
value:
yˆ
(t)
i = max
t∈T
(yi(t))
uˆ
(t)
i = max
t∈T
(ui(t))
(5)
A replay attack involves forging sensor measurements or manipulated variables as in the integrity attack but, this time,
it repeatedly replays legitimate data it observed earlier:
yri = [y
(rstart)
i ,..., y
(rend)
i ]
uri = [u
(rstart)
i ,..., u
(rend)
i ]
yˆ
(t)
i = yˆ
r
i [t mod len y
r
i ]
uˆ
(t)
i = uˆ
r
i [t mod len u
r
i ]
(6)
where yri and u
r
i are the signals recorded by the adversary from the replay period, rstart to rend.
3 Methodology
3.1 Baselines
To provide a baseline cost for normal operation of TE plant, 1000 independent runs were executed without disturbances.
For this, and all subsequent runs, the plant was operated in Mode 1, the most commonly used configuration in the
literature [42]. The following plant operating costs were obtained:
Plant operation Max ($) Mean ($)
Normal (without disturbances) 8,218 8,208
To inform later integritymin and integritymax attacks, the minimum and maximum values of the XMEAS signals
and XMV signals observed under normal operating conditions were recorded.
3.1.1 Single random attacks
To provide a baseline against which to compare the impact of evolved attacks, 500 random attacks were launched on
each of the XMEAS and XMV signals per attack type. Attacks were started at hour 2 with the intention of running them
for the remainder of the simulation time (i.e. 70 hours). Table 1 and Table 2 shows the impact of each attack in terms
of the operating cost of the plant and safety (fastest shutdown time). The variable name and range column describes
the name of the sensor or actuator, and the observed minimum and maximum values, which are also used to devise
the integrity attacks. The shutdowns column denotes the total number of times the plant shut down as a consequence
of the attack out of 500 runs. The shutdown range column indicates the time at which the plant shuts down after the
attack was started. Our experiments show that the fastest attack that can bring the plant down are an integritymin
attack on A and C feed flow (XMEAS 4), requiring an attack to last for a duration of 0.52-0.65 hours (31.2-39 minutes),
and an integritymax attack on reactor temperature (XMEAS 9), resulting in a shut down at between 0.59-0.63 hours
(35.4-37.8 minutes). In these cases, the controller receives fake values from XMEAS 4 and XMEAS 9, which are lower
for XMEAS 4 and higher for XMEAS 9 than the legitimate values, and calculates the control values that are sent to the
actuators using these fake values. This behaviour causes a significant increase in the reactor pressure, and the plant
shuts down as a result.
As reported in Table 1, the experiments carried out showed the following single attacks against process measurements
(XMEAS) signals increased the operating cost of the plant significantly: i) integritymax attack on reactor pressure
(XMEAS 7) increased the operating cost to $24,507; ii) integritymax attack on the sensor measuring component C in
purge (XMEAS 31) increased the operating cost to $20,515; iii) DoS attack on reactor pressure (XMEAS 7) increased
the operating cost to $24,299; iv) replay attack on recycle flow (XMEAS 5) increased the operating cost to $22,429;
and v) DoS attack on C in purge (XMEAS 31) increased the operating cost to $17,205.
Table 2 shows the impact of attacking the manipulated variables issued by the controller to actuators (XMVs). The attack
that caused the fastest damage is the integritymin attack on the condenser cooling water flow (XMV 11), resulting in
a shutdown time of 0.64 hours (38.4 minutes) due to low separator liquid level. Carrying out a integritymax attack
on reactor cooling water flow (XMV 10) is able to shut down the plant in 1.65 hours (99 minutes) due to high reactor
pressure. Integrity attacks on A and C feed flow (XMV 4), purge valve (XMV 6) and reactor cooling water flow valve
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Variable Number Variable Name and Range Attack Max Cost Mean Cost Shutdowns Shutdown Range(hrs)
XMEAS 1 A-Feed (stream 1) Max 8449 8407 0 -
0.25-0.27 kscmh Min 8364 8260 0 -
DoS 8447 8331 0 -
Replay 8429 8316 0 -
XMEAS 2 D Feed (stream 2) Max 1158 1152 500 3.43-3.48
3579.20-3744.46 kgh−1 Min 915 902 500 4.31-4.4
DoS 3149 1761 500 6.9-21.86
Replay 3897 2765 500 13.64-30.42
XMEAS 3 E Feed (stream 3) Max 739 730 500 2.66-2.72
4339.06-4536.27 kgh−1 Min 1320 1312 500 4.17-4.22
DoS 2480 1494 500 3.57-18.16
Replay 3350 2330 500 11.65-22.9
XMEAS 4 A and C Feed (stream 4) Max 384 378 500 1.25-1.34
8.98 9.48 9.24 kscmh Min 392 361 500 0.52-0.65
DoS 1318 743 500 1.38-6.48
Replay 1227 825 500 2.32-5.99
XMEAS 5 Recycle flow (stream 8) Max 2099 2040 500 8.15-8.42
31.32-33.13 kscmch Min 3456 3415 500 10.58-10.78
DoS 21942 10675 322 10.4-69.7
Replay 22429 9169 3 64.67-64.67
XMEAS 7 Reactor pressure Max 24507 24468 0 -
2793.54-2806.12 kPa Min 671 650 500 8.37-8.78
DoS 24299 10430 254 9.01-60.3
Replay 23889 10894 233 9.73-66.15
XMEAS 8 Reactor level Max 381 375 500 2.81-2.87
62.77-67.24 % Min 1017 1008 500 2.83-2.89
DoS 7435 1989 494 3.77-35.79
Replay 11302 5058 418 15.67-67.34
XMEAS 9 Reactor temperature Max 364 356 500 0.59-0.63
122.85-122.95 ◦C Min 377 366 500 1.23-1.28
DoS 10464 1554 489 0.92-61.64
Replay 10774 3681 467 2.35-67.04
XMEAS 10 Purge rate (stream 9) Max 8228 8195 0 -
0.1545-0.2689 kscmch Min 8246 8218 0 -
DoS 8235 8201 0 -
Replay 8236 8201 0 -
XMEAS 11 Product separator temperature Max 10427 10364 0 -
91.46-92.12 ◦C Min 10444 10358 0 -
DoS 10386 10270 0 -
Replay 10393 10264 0 -
XMEAS 12 Product separator level Max 896 888 500 5.85-5.95
45.28-54.74 mol % Min 1256 1245 500 8.57-8.68
DoS 8210 3816 463 8.38-66.43
Replay 8217 7802 143 39.66-69.96
XMEAS 14 Product separator underflow Max 1370 1357 500 9.09-9.79
51.64-55.89 % Min 1449 1385 500 9.71-10.41
DoS 4038 2274 500 11.07-32.98
Replay 4431 3004 500 19.17-36.51
XMEAS 15 Stripper level Max 1756 1740 500 13.48-13.71
45.29-54.57 % Min 1804 1793 500 13.31-13.54
DoS 8234 5368 413 19.77-69.61
Replay 8234 8181 16 57.03-68.13
XMEAS 17 Stripper underflow (stream 11) Max 312 305 500 1.02-1.03
22.37-23.41 m3 h−1 Min 387 379 500 1.01-1.02
DoS 4512 2298 500 6.68-37.75
Replay 5716 4312 500 28.45-48.24
XMEAS 31 C in Purge Max 20515 20438 500 65.65-66.1
11.87-14.22 mol% Min 13493 13455 500 50.02-50.4
DoS 17205 9841 0 -
Replay 10951 8818 0 -
XMEAS 40 G in product Max 8312 8298 0 -
51.64-55.89 mol% Min 8117 8106 0 -
DoS 8267 8208 0 -
Replay 8268 8212 0 -
Table 1: Impact of random attacks on XMEAS variables (500 runs for each attack)
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Variable Number Variable Name and Range Attack Max Cost Mean Cost Shutdowns Shutdown Range(hrs)
XMV 1 D feed flow (stream 2) Max 8209 8198 0 -
62.89-63.12 kgh−1 Min 8226 8217 0 -
DoS 8216 8204 0 -
Replay 9347 8223 0 -
XMV 2 E Feed (stream 3) Max 8234 8221 0 -
52.99-53.24 kgh−1 Min 8204 8194 0 -
DoS 8215 8204 0 -
Replay 8216 8203 0 -
XMV 3 A Feed (stream 1) Max 8352 8342 0 -
25.12-27.045 kscmh Min 8259 8248 0 -
DoS 8277 8216 0 -
Replay 8247 8210 0 -
XMV 4 A and C Feed (stream 4) Max 10101 10085 0 -
59.93-61.32 Min 9339 9290 500 38.49-39.08
DoS 14972 8433 2 68.09-68.09
Replay 8873 8248 0 -
XMV 6 Purge valve (stream 9) Max 9552 9542 0 -
19.39-32.76 % Min 7223 7215 0 -
DoS 9064 8221 0 -
Replay 8876 8234 0 -
XMV 7 Separator pot liquid flow (stream 10) Max 2382 2313 500 17.65-18.92
37.21-37.46 m3 h−1 Min 3355 3273 500 25.83-27.35
DoS 8217 7578 131 26.01-69.42
Replay 8217 7975 82 44.05-68.92
XMV 8 Stripper liquid product flow (stream 11) Max 2014 1962 500 15.18-15.99
46.36-46.55 m3 h−1 Min 2097 2060 500 15.38-16.11
DoS 8231 5698 366 22.32-68.72
Replay 8235 6387 356 24.54-69.52
XMV 10 Reactor cooling water flow Max 786 701 500 1.65-2.01
35.46-36.33 m3 h−1 Min 11703 6651 489 18.88-67.49
DoS 6093 1976 500 6.18-34.73
Replay 5909 2283 500 6.4-34.61
XMV 11 Condenser cooling water flow Max 325 319 500 1.59-1.6
5.20-19.69 m3 h−1 Min 414 408 500 0.64-0.65
DoS 10803 2268 477 1.61-54.62
Replay 11596 7782 108 38.32-69.49
Table 2: Impact of random attacks on XMV variables (500 runs for each attack)
(XMV 10) have the potential to increase the operating cost; however, the effect ($9,064-11,596) is smaller than the
attacks on XMEAS, as shown in Table 2.
3.2 Evolutionary multiobjective optimisation approach
Due to the computationally intensive nature of this work, and the slowness of the selected TE model simulator in
MATLAB, we selected only two of the well-known Pareto-based EMO algorithms, the Non-Dominated Sorting Genetic
Algorithm II (NSGA-II) [43, 44] and Strength Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm 2 (SPEA2) [45]. Both algorithms
were implemented using the Distributed Evolutionary Algorithms in Python (DEAP) [46] library. Using the selected
algorithms we investigate the following three optimisation problems:
1. Shutdown attacks is defined as a two objective optimisation problem: minimise time required to shutdown
the plant (f1) and minimise the effort required to carry out the attack (f2). Time required to shutdown the
plant is the length of the plant operating after attack started. Plant shuts down as a result of exceeding plant
operating constraints. We define effort as the total number of sensors and actuators being attacked.
2. Operating cost attacks defined as a two objective optimisation problem: maximise the total operating cost of
the plant (f1), and minimise the effort required to bring the plant down (f2).
3. Attacks against detection defined as two/three objective optimisation: maximise economic loss (f1), minimise
detection (alarm) probability (f2), and minimise detection probability (f3).
3.2.1 Detection methods
The TE model generates a total of 51 data variables, 41 process measurements (XMEAS) and 12 manipulated variables
(XMV). This data was used to train the detection methods. To detect attacks, three supervised learning methods –
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decision tree (CART, tree depth=50), AdaBoost (with CART, number of estimators=100), random forest (with CART,
number of estimators=25) – and one unsupervised learning method – one-class SVM (kernel=RBF, υ = 0.00346 and
γ = 0.018) – were used. The training data for supervised learning were selected from integritymin and integritymax
attacks on measured variables (XMEAS). Attack samples were generated by carrying out integrity attacks on XMEAS
signals with durations of between 20 minutes and 3 hours. The dataset used for training the unsupervised learning
method consists of normal operational data without any attacks. The performance of the detection methods were
measured using F1 score and false positive rate:
F1 = 2
precision× recall
precision+ recall
(7)
False Positive Rate (FPR) =
FP
FP + TN
(8)
where FP is false positives and TN is false negatives.
The performance of the detection algorithms on test data, unseen cases of integrity attacks on both XMEAS and XMV
are illustrated in Table 3.
Each execution of the plant produces a data matrix of size 51 x 36000 data-points (500 points per hour for 72 hours).
Systems like the TE plant are prone to natural noise due to behaviour of the physical components of the systems (e.g.
actuator and sensors degrading over time, components of the plant wearing, or other kinds of natural noise in the
environment). Detection should be robust against natural noise, and distinguish between the normal plant disturbances
and attack conditions. Figure 3 shows random forest classifying data-points for a normal execution of the plant, under
no attack, for 72 hours. False positives are the lines pointing at 1.
Algorithm F1 FPR
Decision Tree 87.74 0.19
Random Forest 90.54 0.15
AdaBoost 72.40 0.016
One-Class SVM 86.62 0.40
Table 3: Performance of detection mechanisms
Figure 3: Anomaly detection using random forest (under normal operating condition)
Declaring that an attack is taking place at present requires the detection to be robust to false positives. To cater for this,
we use a sliding window of size 100 to declare that an attack is present only if the percentage of anomalous data points
in a window exceeds a threshold to ensure false positives do not overwhelm the operator.
We executed the TE model 1000 times under normal conditions, without any attacks, using a different random seed
for each replicate to ensure that randomness was achieved. Then, using each detection method, we investigated the
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Figure 4: Percentage of false positives for detection methods in a window size of 100 (under normal operating
conditions)
highest false positive percentage seen for each run. Results obtained are shown in Figure 4. Based on these results, plant
operator will need to define a threshold for raising an alarm or declaring an attack is taking place. For this study, we
select the 99% percentile as the threshold for false alarm: 99% for decision tree; 99% random forest; 98% One-Class
SVM; and 47% for AdaBoost. The objective of the attacker is not to raise any alarms while causing some damage by
keeping the probability of attack as low as possible by reducing the number of attack data points in the sliding window
below the defined threshold to ensure no alarms are raised.
3.2.2 Representation
Individuals (chromosomes) are represented as a list, consisting of 25 positions, each position (gene) denoting a sensor
or an actuator. The types of genes are represented as integers, denoting the attack and its starting hour. Initial population
of individuals are are generated randomly.
3.2.3 Fitness function
The fitness of individuals is evaluated by converting individuals into MATLAB scripts that is executed on the TE plant.
The performance of the shutdown attacks is evaluated based on plant run time (f1) and number of variables attacked (f2).
The performance of the economic loss attack is evaluated based on the operating cost (f1) of the plant and number of
variables attacked (f2). The performance of the attacks against detection is evaluated based on the detection probability
(f1), increased operating cost of the plant (f2), and number of variables attacked (f3, for 3-objective optimisation). Data
collected from TE model is tested against the detection model to determine the detection probability.
Parameters Value
Chromosome size 25
Representation of genes Integers
Number of generations 500-1000
Parent population (µ) 100-400
Crossover Two-point crossover
Mutation Uniform mutation
Selection NSGA-II, SPEA2
Crossover probability (cxpb) 0.8-0.90
Mutation probability (mutpb) 0.05-0.15
Probability of mutating a gene 0.05-0.08
Table 4: Operators and parameters for evolutionary multiobjective optimisation
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3.2.4 Evolution
Table 4 shows the genetic parameters and the operators used in our experiments. Once the fitness of the initial
population0 has been evaluated, the evolutionary loop begins to generate the next generation (gen=1) population, as
illustrated in Algorithm 1.
Function NSGA-II(µ, mutp, cxpb):
ParetoFront=[];
µ=pop size, pop=generateRandomPop(µ);
pop=evaluateFitness(pop);
gen=1;
while gen ≤ ngens do
offspring=selTournament(pop,µ);
offspring=crossover(offspring,cxpb);
offspring=mutate(offspring,mutp) ;
offspring=evaluateFitness(offspring);
pop=selectNSGA2(offspring+pop,µ);
ParetoFront.update(pop);
gen=gen+ 1;
end
return ParetoFront;
Function SPEA2(µ, mutp, cxpb):
ParetoFront=[];
µ=pop size, pop=generateRandomPop(µ);
pop=evaluateFitness(pop);
gen=1;
while gen ≤ ngens do
offspring=vary(pop,µ,mutpb,cxpb);
offspring=evaluateFitness(offspring);
pop=selectSPEA2(offspring+pop,µ);
ParetoFront.update(pop);
gen=gen+ 1;
end
return ParetoFront;
Function vary(pop, µ, mutp, cxpb):
offspring=[];
for i = 0 to µ do
random=randomGenerator(0,1) ;
if random < cxpb then
ind1,ind2=selectTwoParents(pop);
child1,child2=crossOver(ind1,ind2);
offspring.add(child1) ;
else if random < cxpb+mutp then
ind=selectOneParent(pop) ;
child=mutate(ind);
offspring.add(child) ;
else
ind = selectOneParent(pop) ;
offspring.add(ind) ;
end
end
return offspring;
Algorithm 1: Evolutionary multiobjective optimisation algorithm for generating
attacks
First, the individuals in population0 are subject to the genetic variation operators to generate the next population of
offspring. For NSGA-II we used the same genetic variation operators as used in the original algorithm [44]: tournament
selection, two-point crossover, and uniform mutation. Crossover and mutation rates were manually tuned based on
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values that are usually chosen within the literature: cross-over probabilities used are between 0.8-0.9 and mutation
probability between 0.05-0.15. For SPEA2, we used the vary function shown in Algorithm 1, where, on each of the µ
iterations, randomly picked individuals are subject to one of the three operations: two-point crossover, uniform mutation,
or reproduction. Our initial experiments showed these operators performed better than the evolutionary operators that
were used in standard SPEA2 [45]: binary tournament selection, single-point crossover, and bit-flip mutation. Functions
selectNSGA2 and selectSPEA2 are the selection operators of NSGA-II and SPEA2, readily available in DEAP
library. Both selection operators use the (parent+offspring) population to select the next generation: in other words the
next generation of the population is produced from both the generated offspring and current parent population0.
NSGA-II creates a Pareto rank of individuals from (parent+offspring) population using non-dominated sorting to select
the next generation of individuals. If individuals have the same ranking score, then the crowding distance assignment
method based on density estimation is used to select the individuals that are in the least crowded regions within the
rank. SPEA2 calculates the strength of the individuals based on domination and density information, to select the new
population for the next generation.
The obtained Pareto front set is updated with the new population, and we use the elements in this set to calculate
the hypervolume at each generation of the evolution to monitor the convergence speed of the EMO algorithms. All
experiments were carried out using DEAP library.
3.2.5 Performance metrics for evolutionary multiobjective optimisation
Multiobjective evolutionary algorithm have three important goals [47]: i) to minimise the distance between the obtained
non-dominated solution set and the true Pareto-optimal set ii) to obtain a good, in most cases uniform distribution of
solutions; iii) to maximise the extent of the obtained non-dominated solutions. Therefore, a wide variety of performance
metrics [40] have been proposed to measure and compare the performance of EMO algorithms. In this study, we selected
three of most frequently used EMO performance metrics, namely, hypervolume, spread, and inverted generational
distance (IGD) with which to compare the performance of EMO algorithms.
The hypervolume [48], also known as the S-metric or Lebesgue measure is used for comparing convergence and
diversity of a Pareto front. It measures the size of volume of the region between the estimated Pareto-optimal front, P
and, a reference point r. We followed common practice by calculating r as a point defined by taking the worst known
values for each of the objectives and shifted it slightly towards some unattainable values to ensure it is placed in a way
that will be dominated by everything else. The hypervolume is defined as follows:
HV(P, r) = L
 |P |⋃
i=1
[r, i]
 (9)
It is the union of Lebesgue measure L for all points in P with respect to the reference point r. A Pareto front with a
higher hypervolume is considered to indicate a better performing EMO algorithm. The spread metric 4 [44], also
known as the diversity metric, measures the diversity of the solution by calculating Euclidean distance, di, between
consecutive solutions. df and dl are the Euclidean distances between the extreme solutions of the true Pareto front and
the boundary solution of the obtained Pareto front [44]. Assuming there are N solutions in the obtained Pareto front,
i=1,i=2,..,N-1, d¯ is the average of all distances di. Smaller value of4 is desired, indicating better spread of solutions.
∆ =
df + dl +
∑N−1
i=1
∣∣di − d¯∣∣
df + dl + (N − 1)d¯
(10)
The inverted generational distance (IGD) [49] is another widely used metric to measure both convergence and
diversity. IGD is defined as:
IGD =
√∑P∗
i=1 d(i, P )
|P ∗| (11)
where P∗ denote the number of solutions in the optimal Pareto front, and di is the Euclidean distance between solution
i and the nearest member in the obtained Pareto front, P [49]. A value, near IGD = 0 indicates better coverage of
Pareto front and near true Pareto front. Due to size of the problem it was not possible to calculate the true Pareto front,
and instead, a reference true Pareto front was computed for each problem by aggregating the obtained non-dominated
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solutions from all runs to obtain a single front. These values were used to estimate the extreme values for the spread
metric, and the reference Pareto front for the IGD metric.
To compare the performance of the EMO algorithms, the Kruskal-Wallis test was used for data that do not fit a normal
distribution, and a one-way ANOVA test was used for data with a normal distribution. The confidence interval for all
experiments is 95%.
3.3 Random generation of combined attacks
To determine the effectiveness of using EMO algorithms for attack generation some initial simple experiments were
carried using a random generator and compared with EMO approach. As explained previously, there are in total 25
sensors and actuators to attack, and four possible attacks (DoS, integritymin, integritymax and replay). For the
comparison study, we decided to keep the search simple by investigating only shutdown attacks. 10 sets of 50,000
randomly generated attack strategies were generated, limiting number of attacks in each strategy to maximum of 7, out
of 25. For each set, a new seed was used for the random number generator of the TE model to ensure randomness in the
simulation of the plant. Attack type and targets (sensors and actuators to attack) were randomly selected. Attacks were
started at hour 2, and they were left to run until the end of the simulation time, (i.e. remaining 70 hours).
To compare the performance of the EMO against the randomly generated combinatorial attacks, 10 sets of experiments
were carried out using SPEA2 algorithm and the genetic operators in Table 4 with a cross-over probability of 0.9,
mutation probability of 0.05, and the independent probability of mutating a gene was 0.05. All experiments started
from a random initial population of 100 individuals, and EMO was run for 500 generations. The same seeds used for
the random number generator of the TE plant in randomly generated attacks were used here to prevent variability.
4 Experiments and results
4.1 Comparison of random generation and EMO approach
In this section, we report the results obtained from experiments to compare the random generation of shutdown attacks
with EMO approach.
After removing duplicates, random generation produced a total of 442,125 unique attacks. Just over 18.5% of these
attacks were able to bring the plant down in less than 1 hour. Figure 5a illustrates the distribution of these attacks. The
best attack strategy random search generated was the attack that shut down the plant in 0.158 hours by attacking 6
sensors and actuators (XMEAS4, XMEAS8, XMEAS10, XMEAS11, XMEAS17, XMV1) using integritymax attack.
(a) Distribution of shutdown attacks generated using random
generation
(b) Distribution of shutdown attacks generated using EMO
approach
Figure 5: Comparison of random and EMO approaches
Figure 5b show the results obtained using EMO approach. In total, EMO generated 35,658 unique attacks, and 86%
of these attacks were under 1 hour, as indicated by the distribution skewed towards right in Figure 5b. These attacks
performed far better than those generated by random generation, generated a high number of attacks with shutdown
time of 0.138-0.156 hours. These results show the EMO approach is more effective at generating attacks than random
chance, and justified our work to use the approach to generate further attacks. The results obtained for generating
attacks using both EMO algorithms is presented in the next subsections.
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4.2 Attacking the safety of the plant: shutdown attacks
In this section we report the performance of EMO algorithms that targetted the safety of the plant by searching for
attacks that shut down the plant by attacking the least number of sensors and actuators. To compare the performance of
NSGA-II and SPEA2 algorithm, results were collected over thirty runs for each EMO algorithm using a cross-over
probability of 0.9, a mutation probability of 0.05, and the independent probability of mutating a gene was 0.05. For
each of the thirty runs of evolution, a new seed was used to produce a different initial random population of size 100.
The same sets of seeds were used for NSGA-II and SPEA2 to ensure both algorithms started with the same initial
population. Similarly, the seed used for the TE Plant was kept the same for both algorithm. Each evolution was run for
500 generations. All experiments were carried out on a HPC platform facility at the University College London.
Table 5 shows the average and standard deviation of hypervolume, spread and IGD metrics. SPEA2 achieved better
hypervolume and IGD with statistical confidence, yielding a better Pareto front and converged faster than NSGA-II.
Meanwhile, NSGA-II obtains lower hypervolume and IGD than SPEA2 despite producing significantly better spread.
The solutions in the obtained Pareto front were not widely spread across the front, only a small number of signals are
required to cause the plant to shut-down. SPEA2 was able search this area better, and converged to a better Pareto front
faster than NSGA-II.
Performance Measure NSGA-II SPEA2 p-value
Shutdown Attacks
Hypervolume 0.8782 (0.0316) 0.8963 (0.0064) 0.000486
Spread 0.6878 (0.2346) 0.8786 (0.1473) 0.000054
IGD 0.0598 (0.025) 0.0368 (0.0154) 0.000245
Fastest Shutdown (hrs) 0.138 0.138
Opcost Attacks
Hypervolume 0.8235 (0.055) 0.8877 (0.074) 0.003
Spread 0.7117 (0.0853) 0.7356 (0.095) 0.234
IGD 0.1861 (0.0554) 0.1110 (0.0494) 0.000260
Max. Operating Cost ($) 46,814 56,090
Table 5: Performance of shutdown and operating cost attacks averaged over all runs
One of the best run obtained from shutdown attacks using NSGA-II and SPEA2 is shown in Figure 6a and Figure
6b. The elements of the final Pareto front obtained at the end of the evolution are plotted in red dots, and some of the
members of the Pareto set are shown in Table 6. For this particular run, SPEA2 outperformed NSGA-II in that it found
several different attacks with equal fitness functions and effort values in the Pareto set, and it had better Pareto front
cardinality; in this case, a total of 12 elements, against the 9 found by NSGA-II. In the plot of the Pareto front some of
the points on the diagram refer to multiple attacks with equal fitness; for example, there were 3 attacks using 6 effort
and shutdown time of 0.140 hours; 2 attacks with 4 effort and shutdown time of 0.1560 hours.
Attack Strategy Shut-down (hrs) Effort
XMEAS4integritymin ,XMEAS5integrityMin,XMEAS8IntegrityMin,XMEAS11IntegrityMin,
XMEAS17IntegrityMin,XMEAS31IntegrityMin, XMV6Replay,
0.138 7
XMEAS4IntegrityMin,XMEAS8IntegrityMin,XMEAS11IntegrityMin,XMEAS17IntegrityMin,
XMEAS31IntegrityMin, XMV6Replay
0.140 6
XMEAS4IntegrityMin,XMEAS8IntegrityMin,XMEAS11IntegrityMin,XMEAS17IntegrityMin,
XMEAS31IntegrityMin
0.1460 5
XMEAS4IntegrityMin,XMEAS8IntegrityMin,XMEAS11IntegrityMin, XMEAS17IntegrityMin 0.1560 4
XMEAS4IntegrityMin,XMEAS8IntegrityMin,XMEAS11IntegrityMin 0.1760 3
XMEAS8IntegrityMin,XMEAS11IntegrityMin 0.2579 2
XMEAS4IntegrityMin 0.5640 1
Do Not Attack 72 0
Table 6: Some elements of the Pareto front for shutdown attack
Figure 6c shows the hypervolume for each of the 500 generations, averaged over all 30 runs. At the end of each
generation, the hypervolume was computed according to the Pareto front achieved at that generation to compare the
speed of the convergence. For convenience, plotted hypervolume results are normalised to the interval [0-1] according to
the best hypervolume value possible, estimated based on the maximum measurement obtained. SPEA2 converges faster
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(a) Pareto front for shutdown attacks < 1 hour (NSGA-II) (b) Pareto front for shutdown attacks < 1 hour (SPEA2)
(c) Hypervolume for shutdown attacks (d) Measurement metrics for shutdown attacks
(e) Pareto front for operating cost attacks (NSGA-II) (f) Pareto front for operating cost (SPEA2)
(g) Hypervolume for operating cost attacks (h) Measurement metrics for operating cost attacks
Figure 6: Results of shutdown and operating cost attacks
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Attack Strategy Opcost ($) Effort
XMEAS2DoS(2,70),XMEAS7IntegrityMax(2,70),XMEAS8DoS(10,20),XMEAS11DOS(30,42),
XMEAS12Replay(50,12),XMEAS15IntegrityMax(50,12),XMEAS31IntegrityMin(30,42),
XMV1DOS(10,62),XMV2IntegrityMin(2,70),XMV3DOS(2,70),XMV4DOS(50,12),XMV11DOS(50,12)
56,090 12
XMEAS2DoS(2,70),XMEAS7IntegrityMax(2,70), XMEAS31IntegrityMin(30,42),XMV1DoS(10,62),
XMV2IntegrityMin(2,70),XMV3DoS(2,70)
55,275 6
XMEAS2DoS(2,70),XMEAS7IntegrityMax(2,70), XMEAS31IntegrityMin(30,42), XMV1DoS(10,62),
XMV3IntegrityMin(2,70)
49,449 5
XMEAS2DoS(2,70),XMEAS7IntegrityMax(2,70),XMV1DoS(10,62),XMV3IntegrityMin(2,70) 41,430 4
XMEAS7IntegrityMax(2,70),XMEAS31DoS(10,62),XMV3IntegrityMin(2,70) 36,866 3
XMEAS7IntegrityMax(2,70),XMEAS31IntegrityMin(30,42) 32,761 2
XMEAS7IntegrityMax(2,70) 24,479 1
Do Not Attack 8,210 0
Table 7: Some elements of the Pareto front for operating cost attacks using SPEA2
to a better Pareto front whereas NSGA-II requires more time to reach a slightly worse Pareto set. This is supported by
IGD metric, as shown on the boxplot in Figure 6d SPEA2 scores a better IGD score.
Results obtained show combined simultaneous attack generated using EMO approach performed better than single and
combined attacks generated randomly against the XMEAS and XMV variables. As discussed in Section 3.1, it took
0.52 hours to bring down the plant, whereas, EMO found a range of attacks that could bring down the plant faster, in
0.138-0.5640 hours. Random combined attacks (Section 4.1) at the very best produced an attack that could bring down
the plant in 0.158 hours.
4.3 Causing economic loss: Operating cost attacks
In this section we report the performance of EMO algorithms that targetted the operating cost of the plant to cause
economic loss by attacking the least number of sensor and actuator signals. Due to the slowness of the fitness function,
only a small set of attack start times (2, 10, 20, 30, 50 hours) and attack duration (10, 12, 20, 42, 50, 52, 62, 70 hours)
were used to generate attacks. As before, attack types were DoS, replay, integritymax and integritymin. Individuals
were represented as chromosomes encoded as a list of 25 integers (genes), each position denoting a sensor or an actuator.
In total each gene could have a value between 0-37 (0 representing not to attack, remaining 36 representing 9 different
attacks per attack type with different start time and attack duration). This is a search space of size 3725. Twenty runs
were carried out for each EMO algorithm to analyse the impact of attacks on the operating cost of the plant. As before,
attacks were generated using the same genetic operators, shown in Table 4, with a cross-over probability of 0.85,
mutation probability of 0.10, and independent probability of mutating a gene was 0.08. Each evolution started with a
random population of 400 individuals, and ran for 1000 generations.
One of best runs of operating cost attacks using NSGA-II and SPEA2 is shown in Figure 6e and Figure 6f. As with
shutdown attacks, SPEA2 performed better than NSGA-II both in the quality of obtained Pareto front set, and the time it
took to converge. As indicated in Table 5, the average over all the runs showed that SPEA2 has a hypervolume average
of 0.8877, against NSGA-II scoring a hypervolume of 0.8235. Figure 6h shows the boxplots for measurement metrics.
SPEA2 produced significantly higher hypervolume and IGD, but no significant difference was found between the two
algorithms for spread. Figure 6g shows the comparison of hypervolume between NSGA-II and SPEA2, averaged over
all runs. These results show that SPEA2, as before, is able to search the space faster and produce a better Pareto front
with a higher cardinality. SPEA2 (Table 7) increased the cost of the operating the plant from an average of $8,208 to
$56,090, whereas NSGA-II increased the operating cost to $46,814.
Table 7 shows some of the elements of the obtained Pareto front set for SPEA2. The numbers in the bracket denotes
the start time and duration of the attack, for example XMEAS8DoS(10,20) means a DoS attack was carried out against
XMEAS 8 starting at hour 10, for a duration of 20 hours. Overall, these results show that EMO approach can be
used successfully to generate attacks that could cause economic loss, by identifying the components that increase the
operating cost of the plant.
4.4 Generating attacks against detection methods
As before individuals are represented as a list, consisting of 25 positions, each position denoting a sensor or an actuator.
One key obstacle we had with our experiments was time, the execution of the TE model in MATLAB could take up to
several minutes. This performance issue influenced the way we encoded our individuals, the size of the population, and
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(a) Pareto front for AdaBoost (b) Hypervolume for AdaBoost
(c) Pareto front for decision tree (d) Hypervolume for decision tree
(e) Pareto front for random forest (f) Hypervolume for random forest
(g) Pareto front for one-class SVM (h) Hypervolume for one-class SVM
Figure 7: Pareto front and hypervolume for detection methods, averaged over all runs
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(a) Metrics for AdaBoost (b) Metrics for decision tree
(c) Metrics for random forest (d) Metrics for one-class SVM
Figure 8: Performance metrics for classifiers, averaged over all runs
the number of generations. To make the problem computationally tractable, we limited the types of genes to a pool
of 140 in which half denoted DoS attacks and the remaining half denoted replay attacks. Genes were represented as
integers, each number denoting the start time of the attacks (between hour 2-70). The duration of the attacks against
detection methods were kept constant for all attacks, 2 hours. This is a combinatorial search problem of size 14025.
Results were collected over 10 runs for each EMO algorithm against each detection method (AdaBoost, decision
tree, random forest and one-class SVM) using a cross-over probability of 0.8, mutation probability of 0.15, and the
independent probability of mutating a gene was 0.08.
Each evolution started from a random population of 200 individuals, and ran for 1000 generations. Attacks that lead to
plant to shutdown were penalised, with a score -1, as our aim was to generate attacks that kept the plant running while
causing some damage and evading detection.
Despite using a limited number of attack parameters (start time, duration), and using a small number of population and
generation size, the obtained result capture some of the weaknesses of the detection methods.
Figure 7 shows the results obtained. Figure 7a, Figure 7c, Figure 7e and Figure 7g show one of the best Pareto fronts
obtained against four classifiers. As expected, EMO algorithms were able to exploit low detection rate of AdaBoost, and
cause more damage ($406-6) while keeping the attack detection (alarm) probability at a lower rate. EMO algorithms
performed less damaging attacks against decision tree ($190-10), random forest ($77-10), and one-class SVM ($21-13).
As before, hypervolume was computed at each generation to analyse the convergence. Figure 7b, 7d, 7f, and 7h shows a
steady increase of hypervolume suggesting that more generations will yield a better search and convergence. Figure 8
shows the hypervolume, spread and IGD boxplots for four classifiers. As indicated in Table 8 statistical test shows
there was no significant difference between NSGA-II and SPEA2 against decision tree, random forest and one-class
SVM. However, for AdaBoost, NSGA-II did significantly better, both in terms of obtaining a better Pareto front (as
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Performance Measure NSGA-II SPEA2 p-value
AdaBoost
Hypervolume 0.6020 (0.2257) 0.3910 (0.2525) 0.032663
Spread 0.7952 (0.0910) 0.7165 (0.0841) 0.000054
IGD 0.2273 (0.1024) 0.3345 (0.1203) 0.0376
Damage Range ($) 15-490.63 12.5-424.99
Decision Tree
Hypervolume 0.1442 (0.0464) 0.1452 (0.0416) 0.8798
Spread 0.6825 (0.0564) 0.6450 (0.0441) 0.1340
IGD 0.1505 (0.0506) 0.1580 (0.0382) 0.7284
Damage Range ($) 9-190.63 13-182.26
Random Forest
Hypervolume 0.1170 (0.0290) 0.1240 (0.0304) 0.2895
Spread 0.5846 (0.0384) 0.5943 (0.0361) 0.5877
IGD 0.1375 (0.0110) 0.1382 (0.01328) 0.7622
Damage Range ($) 4-76.92 1.56-56.10
One-Class SVM
Hypervolume 0.0785 (0.0222) 0.0788 (0.0225) 0.9768
Spread 0.5887 (0.0363) 0.5909 (0.03789) 0.8205
IGD 0.1108 (0.0389) 0.1181 (0.04144) 0.7070
Damage Range ($) 1.5-21.28 2.0-20.75
Table 8: Performance of detection attacks against classifiers, averaged over all runs
indicated by hypervolume and IGD) metrics and converged a lot of faster as indicated by hypervolume plot (Figure 7b).
Although, this time SPEA2 had a better spread compared to NSGA-II, it did not yield a better Pareto front.
As the damage increases, denoted by the increased cost of operating the plant, the probability of detection also increases.
EMO algorithms failed to evolve highly damaging attacks against the one-class SVM as it was able to detect DoS and
replay attacks better than other detection methods. However, we were able to cause some economic damage with low
detection probabilities for other detection methods.
4.4.1 Seeding initial population, and generating attacks using 3-objective optimisation
In this section, we report some preliminary experiments that require further investigation, but show promising results.
Generating attacks against a strong classifier can be a very time consuming task; this is especially true for cases like our
plant model, for which the evaluation of individuals (fitness function) is slow. The slowness of our fitness function also
influenced the attack parameters, the size of the population, and the number of generations. To test if we could generate
better attacks against decision tree and random forest classifiers, we started some experiments using a seeded initial
population that included some good individuals that were obtained previously from experiments carried out against the
decision tree classifier (i.e., Figure 7c). Seeding is a common practice in single-objective evolutionary algorithms where
prior knowledge obtained from previous experiments or expert knowledge is included in the initial population as a good
initial estimate, however advantages and disadvantages of using seeding in EMO algorithms, especially for solving
real-world combinatorial optimisation problems require further studies [50].
A comprehensive study is left as future work, and here we report some initial results. We carried out an experiment
where we seeded the initial population with 10 of the best individuals obtained from the previous runs of decision tree
experiments, and started the EMO from this modified population against the decision tree and random forest classifiers.
Figure 9a shows the performance of decision tree after seeding the initial population (compare with no seeding in
Figure 7c), and Figure 9b shows the performance of random forest after seeding the initial population (compare with no
seeding in Figure 7e), showing attacks with higher damage and low detection probability. These results indicate seeding
could significantly reduce the duration of experiments, and more rapidly identify those attacks that are likely to evade
detection (raise alarms) and, at the same time cause some economic loss. However, more experiments are required to
understand the full benefits and weaknesses of the variety of strategies for this approach (e.g. such as the number of
seeds used), as seeding can reduce the diversity of the population, and so fail to explore other feasible region in the
attack space.
One of the weaknesses of the two objective optimisation against the detection methods was that the effort was not
optimised, and we were not able to tell if attacks could be generated using less effort. To investigate this, if attackers
could cause same damage using less effort, we carried out a 3-objective optimisation (maximise operating cost of the
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(a) Attack generated against decision tree (b) Attack generated against random forest
Figure 9: Seeding population with knowledge gained from prior experiments
plant, minimise detection, minimise effort). Given the computational cost, only one detection method, AdaBoost was
selected for further investigation. Table 9 shows the performance of the NSGA-II and SPEA2 averaged over two runs,
for 800 generations.
NSGA-II SPEA2
Damage Range ($) 0-1633 0-1114
Hypervolume 0.7140 0.5423
Table 9: Performance of 3-objective attack generation against AdaBoost
(a) NSGA-II (b) SPEA2
Figure 10: Obtained Pareto front for 3-objective attack generation against AdaBoost
Both runs required more time to converge, but NSGA-II appears to search a wider region using 3-objectives compared
to SPEA2. NSGA-II showed a better spread of attacks over the search space, and a better value for hypervolume. The
best attacks are those with lower detection probability, and these tend to lie in the lower regions of the detection which
cause damage less than $200. As shown in Figure 10, NSGA-II finds attacks with higher damage, damage over $1500,
but, SPEA2 tends to generate more attacks in the lower regions where there is a better probability of avoiding detection.
A more reliable comparison requires further experiments, which we leave as part of future work; however, overall, both
algorithms found attacks that avoid detection and cause some harm. Assuming the detection probability threshold is
less than 5%, the highest cost attack NSGA-II found is $266.92, attacking 12 sensors and actuators, with a detection
probability of 3%, whereas SPEA2 found a slightly worse attack, $179.72 with effort 16 and detection probability of
4%. If the intention is to use the smallest effort and cause maximum damage, then the optimal attack strategy produced
using NSGA-II is an attack that costs $179.72 using effort 6. SPEA2 found a similar attack using effort 6, at a cost of
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$170.69. The attacks generated using less effort were either detected or caused very little economic damage, that is
≤ $50.00.
5 Application of results
The EMO approach developed in this paper can be employed to test the vulnerabilities of cyber-physical systems with a
broad attack surface, where attackers often target process measurements and manipulated variables, as these values can
impact the process directly, and cause physical damage.
Results obtained provide a rich set of attacks that can be analysed and help plant operators identify the most vulnerable
combinations of sensors and actuators. Table 10 shows a small subset of vulnerable combinations of the sensors and
actuators that could shut down the TE plant in under 17 minutes. For example, carrying out a single attack on XMEAS
8 (reactor level) was able to shut down the plant in over 2.8 hours, and attacking XMEAS 11 (separator temperature)
avoided shutting down the plant for all types of attacks, as shown in Table 1. Results show that attacking both of
these sensors simultaneously could shut down the plant in 14.8 minutes. These results also showed that the plant is
less resilient to attacks on process measurements (sensors), and, if an adversary wants to bring down the plant in a
very short period of time such as less than 10 minutes, attacking sensors is more likely to cause this to happen than
attacking manipulated variables. This is, possibly because the selected attack parameters for actuator signals (based on
the observed signals), were not as effective as attacking process measurements. Similarly, DoS attacks were slower and
less successful against manipulated signals. Future research will investigate this further, focusing more on the attack
parameters and timing of the attacks.
Vulnerable Combinations SDT (min)
XMEAS4,XMEAS8,XMEAS11, 8.9
XMEAS17,XMV6
XMEAS4,XMEAS8,XMEAS11, 9.6
XMEAS31
XMEAS3,XMEAS4,XMEAS8, 10.2
XMEAS11
XMEAS8,XMEAS9,XMEAS11 10.8
XMEAS8,XMEAS11,XMV6 11.4
XMEAS8,XMEAS11,XMV10 12.0
XMEAS5,XMEAS8,XMEAS11 13.8
XMEAS9,XMV7,XMV11 14.4
XMV7,XMV10,XMV11 14.5
XMEAS4,XMEAS7,XMEAS17 14.7
XMEAS8,XMEAS11 14.8
XMV9, XMV10 16.2
XMEAS9,XMV11 16.8
Table 10: A selection of vulnerable combinations that could bring the plant down under 17 minutes
Similarly, we found a wide variety of combined attacks that are capable of increasing the operating cost. Most of these
attacks involved carrying out an integritymax attack on XMEAS 7 (reactor pressure), which means sending higher
values than expected. When the controller receives these values, it attempts to reduce the pressure by opening the purge
valve, and this causes raw materials to be lost in the purge stream. This in turn increases the operating cost. Carrying
out a single attack on XMEAS 7 increases the operating cost to $24,479 but, as the results indicate, more damage can
be inflicted using the right combinations of sensors and actuators.
Obtained results show EMO algorithms can be used to generate attacks to identify vulnerable parts of a system, and
this knowledge can be used to design systems that are more secure and resilient to cyber attacks. One way to achieve
this is to consider the vulnerable combinations when designing network segmentation. The zone and conduit model
is a framework for network segmentation to manage security threats for industrial automation and control systems,
recommended as part of the standard such as ISA/IEC 62443 [51]. Zones are defined as a group of logical or physical
assets sharing common security requirements, and conduits are the paths of communication between the zones. Using
the knowledge from EMO, vulnerable combinations of sensors and actuators that cause the plant to shut down or
increase the operating cost of the plant can be aggregated in different zones to build a more secure network.
As we were able to generate a large number of attacks that were not detected by all detection methods, this approach
can be also used as a tool to test and develop better detection methods. However, generating attacks that evade detection,
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and at the same time cause some significant economic damage on a system like TE process is a challenging task, since
it requires attacks to be long in duration. Our results show that carrying out a successful attack requires knowledge of
the system to ensure that the correct combination of sensors and actuators are attacked, and to avoid detection or the
triggering of the safety system. The significant attacks generated against AdaBoost, decision tree and random forest
classifiers involved attacking multiple components in the system to evade detection while causing economic damage. A
naïve attacker that randomly attacks multiple targets is unlikely to achieve similar damage, and is highly likely to be
detected. The focus of our future work will involve investigating and designing more complex attacks that could learn
the behaviour of the plant and the detection system, and generate attacks using this knowledge.
Results obtained show that evolutionary multiobjective optimisation can be used successfully as an effective tool to
model the behaviour of the adversary against a defence method, and illustrate the conflicts and associated trade-offs
among common security objectives: attack impact, detection and effort required. Using the results obtained from such
an analysis, security engineers can take measures to understand and eliminate system vulnerabilities before they are
exploited by malicious actors.
6 Conclusions and future work
This paper demonstrates a novel and important application of evolutionary multiobjective optimisation for security of
industrial control systems, and more general cyber-physical systems. Using a simulation of a complex and realistic
plant, of the sort used routinely in factories and plants, it is possible to discover (and remove) vulnerabilities through an
automatic process. The threat to such systems is both realistic and of critical importance, and there is no comparable
mechanism that is robust, efficient and that allows the identification of vulnerable combinations of sensors and actuators.
The knowledge gained from our work can be used in number of ways. The first is in determining the criticality of
security decisions such as patching, carrying out risk assessment and designing resilient network segments. Secondly,
control engineers can use the insight gained from this work to analyse the implications of security on process control,
and design security-aware control algorithms. The attacks generated against the detection methods show our approach
can also be used as a tool to find the vulnerabilities in the detection before these are exploited by the adversaries.
The existing implementation of the TE model in MATLAB was too slow to be ideal for stochastic population-based
optimisation algorithms like evolutionary algorithms and, therefore our experiments were limited by this. This was
particularly a problem when generating attacks against the detection as evolution required more time to converge
properly. Future work will involve optimising the code to improve the performance, and enable us to carry out attacks
with better primitives. Planned future work will involve using the approach to design more advanced attacks against
detection methods. TE model was used to illustrate the approach, however the approach is agnostic, and future work
will focus on demonstrating this on other cyber-physical systems using more advanced attacks. The unavailability of
accessible benchmark methods is a major obstacle for ICS security research. We are currently working on building
cyber-physical testbeds, and we hope to test our approach on a different type of industrial process with physical
and network components. Finally, will also investigate how other EMO algorithms, in particularly those based on
aggregation-based and indicator-based algorithms to see if the obtained results can be further improved.
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